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INTRODUTION TO memory:

Memory unit is an essential

component in digital computers since it is needed for

storing programs and data. Two or three levels of

memory such as

• Main memory

• Secondary memory and

■ Cache memory

are provided in a digital computer.

The main memory is a fast memory.



A memory unit is the collection of 
storage units or devices together. The 
memory unit stores the binary 
information in the form of bits. 
Generally, memory/storage is classified 
into 2 categories.

Memory types :



Volatile Memory : 
This loses its data, 

when power is switched off.

Non-Volatile Memory : 
This is a permanent 

storage and does not lose any 
data when power is switched off.



INTRODUTION for memory hierarchy:

The memory

hierarchy system consists of all storage

devices contained in a computer system like

slow Auxiliary Memory, fast

Main Memory and smaller Cache memory.

Auxillary memory access time is generally

1000 times that of the main memory, hence it

is at the bottom of the hierarchy.



KEY CHARACTERiStics OF MEMORY 
SYSTEM



Memory Hierarchy





Advantage of memory hierarchy:

Allocating memory is easy and cheap
Any free page is ok, OS can take first one out of list it 
keeps
Eliminates external fragmentation
Data (page frames) can be scattered all over PM
Pages are mapped appropriately anyway
Allows demand paging and prepaging
More efficient swapping
No need for considerations about fragmentation
Just swap out page least likely to be used



disAdvantage of memory hierarchy:

Longer memory access times (page table lookup)

Can be improved using TLB

Guarded page tables

Inverted page tables

Memory requirements (one entry per VM page)

Improve using Multilevel page tables and variable 

page sizes (super-pages)

Guarded page tables

Page Table Length Register (PTLR) to limit virtual

memory size

Internal fragmentation



















































THANK YOU 

This content is taken from the text books and reference books 

prescribed in the syllabus.


